Research Day: 17 May 2019

- 9.00-9.15 Mattarelli room – Welcome and Introduction Prof. Federica Farneti
- 9.15-9.45 Mattarelli room – Presentation of the Accounting Education Journal and special Issue Prof. Christine Helliar
- 9.45-11.15 Mattarelli room – How to get published in international accounting and finance journals Prof. Christine Helliar
- 11.15-11.30 Coffee Break
- 11.30-12.00 Mattarelli room – What counts for quality in interdisciplinary accounting research in the next decade: A critical review and reflection Prof. James Guthrie
- 12.00-13.00 Mattarelli room – Multiple epistemologies in accountability and the role of Post Normal Science in shaping co-accountability Prof. Erick Costa (paper by Antonini, Costa, Andreaus, Pesci)
- 13.00-14.00 – Lunch Break
- 14.00-15.00 Room 3 - Blockchain diffusion: an ethical platform for business? Prof. Christine Helliar

To book to attend the seminar, please email federica.farneti@unibo.it before the 15th of May